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Abstract-Scaling of SRAM cell beyond 65-nm poses a serious threat to the stability of the cell and is
a cause of major concern for the upcoming technologies. Due to random dopant fluctuation (RDF)
and other process parameter variations, the cell turns out to be unstable. In this paper, an 8T (8Transistor) SRAM cell is proposed which offers enhanced data stability during read operation.
While reading, the voltage level of the ‘0’ holding node does not increase and thus a near ideal
butterfly-curve is achieved, which is crucial to design a robust SRAM cell. In 16-nm technology
node, the read static noise margin or read SNM (RSNM) as high as 159 mV at supply voltage (VDD)
of 600 mV is achieved by the proposed cell. Therefore, the cell is 4.18× more stable than the
standard 6T SRAM cell during read operation and has 1.87× shorter delay than the standard 6T
SRAM cell at the same voltage. Also the proposed cell offers 4.15 × improvements in write delay.
All these are achieved at a marginal penalty of write static noise margin (WSNM) 1.07× compared
to standard 6T.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

SRAM cell, as specified in the ITRS 2011 (international technology road map for semiconductors) [1]
occupies the major portion of the SoC (system on chip) and NoC (network on chip), which made the
researchers to scale down the SRAM cell on the basis of layout design rules. Developments had made the
technology node scaling below 65-nm, but as we go below 100-nm technology node, stability of the cell is
the important concern to be faced by the designers with upcoming technologies. The cell is more susceptible
to both Vt (threshold voltage) variations because of channel dopant variation and variations due to device
geometry parameters. The atomic level intrinsic variations cannot be eliminated in the manufacturing process
[2]. Moreover, SRAM cell is used as cache memory in the microprocessors, high speed SRAM cells should
be used to synchronize with the microprocessor. The speed of the SRAM cell can be increased by decreasing
the Vt (threshold voltage) of the MOSFET, but decrease in Vt causes leakage current as the limiting factor
for the design of the cell. Degradation of SNM during the read operation is a major concern compared.
Therefore,there is a need to develop an SRAM cell whose SNM is unaffected by the read operation.
Read failure is more frequent in standard 6T (Fig.1), which is because the node storing „0‟ is raised to
voltage greater than the ground potential, due to the voltage divider developed between the access transistor
and the pull down transistor. This may lead to flipping of the stored state if the voltage developed is greater
than the threshold voltage of the other inverter (storing „1‟) in the cross coupled network. Various designs
varying from 6T to 13T of the SRAM cells had been proposed. A single ended 6T SRAM cell proposed in [3]
reduces the read time but the RSNM (read static noise margin) is not improved. Another single ended 6T
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SRAM cell [4] is proposed by A.Islam, et al. This cell improves the power dissipation during both read and
write mode at the cost of read/write delay and RSNM. A 7T SRAM cell [5] obtained by adding the extra

Fig. 1. Standard 6T (STD6T) SRAM Cell

Fig. 2. Single ended read-decoupled 8T SRAM cell [7]
transistor in between the cross coupled inverters could improve read stability and write ability by appropriate
transistor sizing. But leakage current and RSNM could not be improved simultaneously.In 8T SRAM cell [6],
access transistors of conventional 6T SRAM cell are replaced by the transmission gates, which provide an
advantage of higher RSNM with a drawback of longer read delay. Various other 8T and 10T SRAM cells are
also proposed to improve the read stability [7]-[10]. These cells improves the read stability by considerable
amount, but as these are single ended, these are subjected to a sense margin problem [11]. A 10T SRAM cell
[12] was proposed by A. Islam, et al. to minimize the leakage current and the effect of PVT (process, voltage
and temperature) variations and to increase the RSNM with a penalty of larger device count. By the same
authors in [12] a low-leakage 11T SRAM cell [13] was also proposed, with an advantage of optimized power
consumption as compared to conventional 6T at the cost of larger read delay. In 13T SRAM cell [14], RSNM
is improved at the expense of lower write ability and larger area consumption.
This paper proposes a double-ended SRAM cell to minimize the difference of speed between the
microprocessor and SRAM while maintaining the cell stability. Therefore, an improvement in RSNM is
attained in the proposed cell. The proposed cell also offers shorter read and write delay.
HSPICE 16-nm PTM [15] ((developed by the Nanoscale Integrations and Modeling (NIMO) Group at
Arizona State University (ASU)) technology is used for simulation and comparison of the proposed cell with
the standard 6T (STD6T) STAM cell and single ended read decoupled 8T (SERD) (Fig. 2) cell [7].
Further, the proposed design is explained in Section II. In Section III, simulation results are presented and
compared with other two cells. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper.
II.

PROPOSED DESIGN

The proposed design (Fig. 4) resembles the standard 6T (STD6T) except that extra transistors are used for
read operation. One more transistor is connected at the tail of the cross coupled inverter. One of the extra
transistors for read operation, RT (read transistor) and the tail transistor, called write assist transistor, are
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made common for entire row (Fig.3). Read buffer is made up of one NMOSFET (RT) and two PMOSFETs
(MP3/MP4) (PMOSFETs are used instead of NMOSFETs because PMOSFET shows higher tolerance

Fig. 3. Proposed Design architecture

Fig. 4. Proposed Double Ended Read Decoupled (DERD8T) cell
against radiation. There is no effect of radiation bombardment on leakage current in case of PMOS, whereas
in NMOS, the leakage current increases [16]).
Moreover, flicker (1/f) noise is lesser in PMOS than that in NMOS transistor. In addition, degradation in
mobility of holes is lesser as compared to that of electrons due to comprehensive stress offered by shallow
trench isolation (STI).
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RSNM is improved, because while read operation the PMOS transistors and the RT (read transistor),
decouple the nodes, storing the data. Separate read and write operations are performed in the proposed
SRAM cell. RBL (read bitline) and RBLB (read bitline bar) used for read operation, While BL (bitline) and
BLB (bitline bar) are used for write operation.
The proposed cell is called double-ended read decoupled 8T (DERD8T), because during read operation it
decouples the storage nodes (Fig.3). During read operation RL (read line) is made high and both the read
bitlines RBLB and RBL are precharged to the supply voltage. The FETs MP3 or MP4 conducts depending on
the storage data, which provide a path for RBLB/RBL to discharge through MP4/MP3 and finally through
RT. The cell stability is enhanced as the stored nodes are decoupled during read operation.
III.

RESULTS AND COMPARISON

Different important design metrics of an SRAM cell like – read delay, write delay, RSNM and WSNM of
the proposed DERD8T and standard 6T cell are estimated and compared with STD6T and SERD8T in the
following subsection.
A. Read Delay Analysis
In case of the read operation, both the read bitlines, RBL and RBLB, are precharged to the supply voltage.
Read line (RL) is connected to VDD and word line (WL) is made low. As WL is made low WLB
(complement of WL) is high. Thus, write assist transistor (WT) conducts. The data stored at nodes L and H
determines which transistor (MP3 or MP4) isON. If node L (H) is storing logic „0‟ („1‟), transistor MP3
(MP4) isON. Thus, there exists a conductive path for RBLB (RBL) to discharge, the discharge path being
MP3 (MP4) and RT.
As one of the bitlines discharges, voltage difference sets up between the two bitlines. A sense amplifier
circuitry (not shown here) is used which senses the stored data, by sensing as soon as the voltage difference
becomes 50mV [12].
While during read operation of single-ended SRAM cell [7] read word line (RWL) is turned high and read
bitline RBL discharges if the data at node H is logic „1‟. An inverter is connected to the read bitline (RBL).
For single ended read operation the sense margin is 50% of the supply voltage, so that voltage at RBL
decreases beyond switching threshold of the inverter [11]. In this paper the RBL is decreased up to 75% of
the supply voltage to avoid misread. The read delay of the proposed DERD6T is estimated and compared
with STD6T and SERD8T and reported in Table I. The same is plotted graphically in Fig. 5
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Fig. 5. Read Delay Vs Supply Voltage
TABLE I.

Supply Voltage
(V)
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80

READ DELAY OR READ ACCESS TIME

STD6T
881
653
519
431
369

Read Delay (ps)
DERD8T
SERD8T
505
8170
391
6580
329
5700
286
255

5060
4610

. It can be seen that the read delay for the proposed DERD8T is shorter than the STD6T and SERD8T. A
DTMOS (Dynamic threshold MOS) technique is employed in the read transistor (RT). Therefore, Vt of the
transistor decreases as the body is connected to RL, which is made high during read operation. Hence, the
RBLB/RBL dischargesat a faster rate.
B. Write Delay Analysis
During Write mode WL (word line) is made high, RBL and WLB (complementary word line) are turned
low. The bitlines BL and BLB are loaded with data to be written. As WLB is low, WT does not conduct and
weakens the feedback.
Write delay is measured as the difference between the time when WL reaches 50% of VDD and the time
when node L, storing „0‟ attains 90% of the supply voltage (or H, storing „1‟ reaches to 10% of its initial
voltage). The write of STD6T and SERD8T are same, as SERD8T cell is basically a standard 6T cell except
the extra path for read operation and that has no influence on write operation. Therefore, write delay of
STD6T and DERD8T are estimated and compared in a graphical form (Fig. 6). From the figure it can be seen
that the proposed cell achieves shorter write delay due to the weakening of feedback.
C. Read Stability Estimation
Read static noise margin (RSNM) is the parameter used to estimate the cell‟s stability. The RSNM is
defined as the minimum voltage which may flip the cell content [12], [17] during read operation. RSNM
estimation is done by simulating the cell in read mode i.e. pulling WL to ground and turning RL to supply
voltage.RSNM is estimated from the butterfly curves which is the VTCs (voltage transfer curves) during read
operation as shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6. Write Delay Vs Supply Voltage
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Fig. 7. Static VTC during READ operation
The side length of the largest square that can be fitted into the smaller lobe of the butterfly curve gives the
correct measure of RSNM. From Fig. 7 it can be observed that RSNM of STD6T is 38 mV whereas the
proposed cell has an RSNM of 159 mV @ 600 mV supply voltage. Therefore, the proposed DERD8T cell
shows 4.18× improvements in read stability. The RSNM of STD6T is very low due to formation of voltage
divider between access transistor and pull-down transistor. The voltage divider formed increases the voltage
at node storing „0‟ which may result in flipping of thecell content.To avoid this, storage nodes must be readdecoupled. This fact is utilized in the proposed cell and in SERD8T cell. Different port is used for reading,
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which decouples the storage node during read operation. Hence, RSNM of both the cells (DERD8T and
SERD8T) are same and equal to hold SNM of STD6T. Thus, RSNM and hence read stability is improved.
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Fig. 8. Static VTC during read and write operation

D. Write Ability Estimation
WSNM (Write static noise margin) is the ability to flip the content of stage nodes. WSNM is calculated
using read VTC and write VTC. The side length of the smallest square fitted in the lower half of the curve
obtained from the combination of read VTC and write VTC (Fig. 8) gives the measure of WSNM [17]. From
the figure it is noticed that DERD8T shows 1.07× lower WSNM compared to STD6T while it offers 2.71%
improvement in WSNM compared to SERD8T cell.
IV.

CONCLUSION

A simple double-ended read-decoupled 8T (DERD8T) SRAM cell is suggested in this paper. The
proposed cell offers a considerable amount of improvement in read stability as compared to STD6T SRAM
cell, as the storage nodes are read-decoupled. It also shows improvement in read delay. Furthermore, it offers
shorter write delay compared to standard 6T cell. Therefore, the proposed cell is an attractive choice when
stability of the cell and speed of memory are major requirement.
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